IN TOUCH and LIFE & STYLE and CLOSER WEEKLIES, Bauer Publishing

Title: Intern-Spring/Summer 2016

Location: Englewood Cliffs, NJ

Job Type: Co-op/Internship

Compensation Type: Hourly             Wage: $8.38/hr

Start Date: January 2016             Close Date: 1/26/2016

Job Description: Temporary, paid internship designed to expose candidates to all facets of celebrity news business, from gathering content to print. Looking for bright, talented, enthusiastic interns with a desire to develop a career in celebrity news. Successful applicants will hone the writing and reporting skills that will enable them to hold a permanent position in the industry. Candidates should have broad pop culture knowledge, a grasp of the magazine’s writing style, a strong work ethic.

Primary Responsibilities:

- Help editors research topics for articles
- Transcribe celebrity interviews
- Assist in field/red carpet reporting

Qualifications:

Candidates should be working toward a Bachelor’s in English, Journalism or Media Studies, and living in the NYC or northern NJ area. Recent college grads considered. College credit available/not required.

Application Instructions: Email your details to Jessica Finn at jfinn@bauerpublishing.com.

About the organization:

Bauer Publishing is the #1 seller of magazines at retail in the country. Our titles connect with a nationwide audience of readers across several diverse editorial segments: from celebrity/entertainment (In Touch Weekly/Life & Style Weekly) to women’s (Woman’s World, First of Women, Soaps in Depth) to tweens (Girl's World, Animal Tales) and teens (J-14, QuizFest) to science and technology (ID: Ideas and Discoveries).